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ABSTRACT
Developing mobile applications is typically a labor-intensive process in which software engineers manually re-implement in code screen designs, inter-screen transitions, and in-screen animations developed by user interface and user experience experts. Other engineering domains have used computer vision techniques to automate human perception and manual data entry tasks. The P2A tool adopts computer vision techniques for developing animated mobile applications. P2A infers from mobile application screen designs the user interface portion of an application’s source code and other assets that are ready to be compiled and executed on a mobile phone. Among others, inferred mobile applications contain inter-screen transitions and in-screen animations. In our experiments on screenshots of 30 highly-ranked third-party Android applications, the P2A-generated application user interfaces exhibited high pixel-to-pixel similarity with their input screenshots. P2A took an average of 26 seconds to infer in-screen animations.
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• Human-centered computing → User interface programming; Ubiquitous and mobile computing design and evaluation methods; • Software and its engineering → Integrated and visual development environments; Source code generation;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Developing the user interface portion of a successful mobile application currently requires mastery of several disciplines, including graphic design and programming. A key reason is that consumers have come to expect screen designs, inter-screen transitions [54], and in-screen animations that are innovative and highly customized [38, 41]. While many non-programmers are well equipped to design such a user interface, these people currently have to collaborate with software engineers to deliver a working mobile application user interface.

Concretely, the bottom of Figure 1 shows a typical development process. User experience (UX) and user interface (UI) experts go through several iterations of designing storyboards as well as low-fidelity and high-fidelity screen designs, using a sequence of customary tools such as paper-and-pencil and Photoshop [40]. In addition to these designs, UX experts develop detailed descriptions of the in-screen animations and inter-screen transitions. To capture such descriptions, some teams use a dedicated tool such as Adobe Flash, Flinto, FramerJS, or Invision [11, 17, 26, 38] to produce throw-away animation prototypes. Such prototypes require emulators and often fail to emulate animation and transition effects faithfully.

The next step is a gap in the production pipeline [22], as the produced artifacts have to be handed to a different kind of people, software engineers who are familiar with the target mobile platform’s coding languages, e.g., XML and Java for Android. The engineers then manually recreate the screen and animation designs in code, which is cumbersome, error-prone, and expensive. Unwelcome surprises may wait at the end of this process, as teams discover that the native application animation and transition effects differ from the throw-away animation prototypes.

Figure 1: Excerpt of a typical mobile application development process (bottom); each box is an activity; each transition arrow is annotated with artifacts; CR = change request. Adding P2A automates the current manual step of recreating screen and animation designs in code.
The production gap, essentially between non-programmers and programmers, is a hard problem in practice. Programming effectively has a high barrier to entry, which makes it difficult to recruit, train, and retain non-programmers. This creates a bottleneck on the number of programmers and artificially restricts non-programmers’ ability of producing working application user interfaces.

However the popularity of mobile devices has created a large demand for mobile applications. For example, In the USA over 90% of consumers over 16 years of age use a mobile phone and more than half of the mobile phones are smartphones, mostly running Android or iOS [48]. On these smartphones, people use mobile applications to perform many tasks that have traditionally been performed on desktop computers [3, 15, 25, 48]. Example tasks include reading and writing emails, listening to music, watching movies, reading the news, and consuming and producing social media. To date, more than one million mobile applications have been released¹. Given their wide use, it would be beneficial to empower more people to create larger portions of such applications.

Converting screen designs into good user interface code is hard, as it is essentially a reverse engineering task—general principles have to be inferred from specific instances [37]. For example, a suitable hierarchy of user interface elements has to be inferred from a flat set of concrete pixels. Compared to other reverse engineering tasks, an unusual additional challenge is that the input, i.e., the pixels, may originate from scanned pencil sketches with all their imperfections [4, 39, 49]. This means that sets of pixels have to be grouped together and recognized heuristically as images or text. Then groups of similar images and text have to be recognized heuristically as example elements of collections. And for the user interface of innovative mobile applications, at each step the recognized elements may diverge significantly from the platform’s standard user interface elements.

For professional application development, one may wonder if this reverse engineering step is artificial. That is, why are meaning and source code hierarchy of screen elements not explicitly encoded in the screen designs if these are done in digital tools such as Photoshop? One reason is that some UX designers start with pencil on paper, so it would be desirable to convert such drawings directly into working user interface code. More significantly, when UX designers create digital bitmap images (typically by drawing them in Photoshop), the digital design tools do not capture the hierarchy information that is needed by user interface code. More importantly, it is not clear if UX designers and graphic artists want to think in terms of source code hierarchies.

The most closely related work is REMAUI [37]. Similar to P2A, REMAUI takes as input a screen design in pixel form and converts it to suitable UI code. However REMAUI is limited to processing one input screen bitmap per app and does not support inter-screen transitions or in-screen animations.

This paper addresses the problem of inferring animated application user interfaces directly from screen designs. We can use computer vision techniques to reverse engineer UI code hierarchies from pixels. Then we expose these reverse engineered UI view hierarchies to the user, to enable the user to define inter-screen transitions interactively within screen designs. Specifically, P2A first uses REMAUI to identify different visual elements, arrange them in a hierarchy, and superimpose this hierarchy on the input screen designs. The key insight of this paper is that from similar UI elements on multiple input screens we can also infer in-screen animations, even if similar UI elements differ significantly across screens. We can then merge the involved screens into a single animated screen, and export the results as native mobile application source code and other assets that are ready to be compiled and executed on stock mobile phones.

In our experiments on screenshots of 30 highly-ranked third-party Android applications, the P2A-generated application user interfaces exhibited high pixel-to-pixel similarity with their input screenshots. P2A took an average of 26 seconds to identify in-screen animations. To summarize, the paper makes the following major contributions:

- The paper introduces the first technique to automatically infer from pixel-based screen designs the user interface portion of animated applications.
- The paper evaluates this technique by implementing a prototype for Android and running the prototype on 30 highly-ranked third-party Android applications.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE: FACEBOOK APP

As a concrete motivating example, consider an UI designer creating an interactive prototype for the recent version 105.0.0.23.137 of the Facebook Android app.

2.1 Inter-screen Transitions

Figure 2a shows the top of the Facebook Android app menu screen. For example, tapping the text “Discover People” should trigger a transition to another screen via a sliding animation.

State-of-the-art app animation prototyping tools such as Invision and Flinto remain at the pixel level. They take as input pixel-based screen designs (e.g., the Figure 2a screen) and allow the user to interactively mark image areas of interest as “hotspots” at the pixel level [18, 21]. For example, Figure 3 shows the Facebook menu screen in Invision, where the user has drawn three hotspot areas and is configuring one hotspot’s interaction behavior.

In contrast, P2A infers from the input image the code structures the target mobile app could use to display a screen similar to the input image. P2A visualizes such inferred UI elements and lets the user interactively select them. For example, Figure 2b shows the UI structure P2A inferred for the Figure 2a input image. P2A can

¹http://www.appbrain.com/stats/number-of-android-apps
thus readily generate corresponding source code for the target platform, complete with user-specified screen transitions. The resulting P2A-generated animation looks like the original animation in the Android Facebook app.

To get an idea of the overall workflow of representative state-of-the-art tools, we conducted a small exploratory case study of creating a basic interactive Android prototype with 10 screens and a total of 10 corresponding inter-screen transitions. Table 1 summarizes the tools’ runtime on recent versions of Invision and Flinto on a standard desktop computer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Invision</th>
<th>Flinto</th>
<th>P2A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load &amp; preprocess screens</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign inter-screen transitions</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate target platform code</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total [s]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example runtime for creating a prototype with 10 inter-screen transitions. Invision and Flinto prototypes only run in an emulator. P2A creates an Android app.

Invision and Flinto took a few seconds to load and preprocess the input screen designs, with the bulk of the runtime going to the user interactively defining inter-screen transitions. For both tools this yielded a throw-away prototype that a developer then has to manually re-create in XML and Java, which typically requires several hours. In contrast, a P2A user required under 4 minutes to process the images and define inter-screen transitions. Within this time P2A also generated all source code and assets ready to be compiled for stock Android devices.

2.2 In-screen Animations

As an example in-screen animation, consider the Facebook Android app’s login screen animation from Figure 4a to 4b, where the Facebook logo at the same time changes its color, slides upwards (“translation”), and expands (“scaling”). After these changes the other elements of Figure 4b fade in together. The evaluation contains cases in which animated screen elements differ more significantly than the Figure 4 Facebook “f” and our prototype still matches them and infers correct animations.

Similar to defining inter-screen transitions, the most closely related approaches take as input pixel-based screen designs, require the user to define animations manually, yield emulator-based prototypes, and do not produce any code for the target platform. In contrast, P2A infers animations from the input screens and emits native UI application code ready for compilation and execution.

Given two related input screens, P2A identifies shared elements via perceptual hashing and determines how to transition one shared element instance into the other. P2A removes or adds non-shared elements after the animation end. For example, for the Figure 4a and 4b start and end screens, P2A emits the Listing 1 Java code. Specifically, the emitted code translates the logo upward (Lines 2 & 3 define the logo’s new location) and scales it (Lines 4 & 5 define its new dimensions).

```java
public void onStartAnimation() {
    // ...
    float f = (RelativeLayout.LayoutParams) v.getLayoutParams();
    f.leftMargin -= 11; // (2)
    f.topMargin -= 324; // (3)
    f.width = 56; // (4)
    f.height = 58; // (5)
    // ...
}
```

Listing 1: Condensed excerpt of the in-screen animation code P2A inferred from the Figure 4 input images, which faithfully reproduces the Android Facebook app animation.

To get an overview of the overall workflow of the most closely related approaches, we performed a small exploratory case study creating this animation on a standard desktop computer. Specifically, creating the Facebook login animation using either Adobe Flash or FramerJS took about 15 minutes. The resulting prototypes require an emulator and manual translation to code for the target platform. In contrast, P2A took under 30 seconds to automatically detect the animation and create XML and Java code that is ready to be compiled and produces the intended animation on a stock Android device.

3 BACKGROUND

This section contains necessary background information on graphical user interfaces, the example Android GUI framework, and perceptual hashing.

3.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The graphical user interface (GUI) of many modern desktop and mobile platforms is structured as a view hierarchy [1, 33]. Such
a hierarchy consists of two types of nodes, leaf nodes (images, buttons, text, etc.) and container nodes. The root view represents an application’s entire space on screen. The root can have many transitive children. Each child typically occupies a rectangular sub-region of its parent. Each view can have its own parameters such as height, width, background color, and position.

A mobile application typically consists of several distinct screens (e.g., a list overview screen and a list item detail screen). Each screen has its own view hierarchy. The application transitions between screens, typically triggered by user input. The GUI framework receives user input via the OS from the hardware and passes them as events to the view hierarchy node the user interacted with (e.g., a screen touch event to the leaf node that occupies the screen position the user touched). A screen can be animated. An in-screen animation may maintain or manipulate the existing view hierarchy.

To define basic GUI aspects, modern platforms provide two alternatives. The traditional desktop approach is construction through regular program code [33]. The now widely recommended alternative is declarative [1, 16, 35], e.g., via XML layout definition files in Android. Advanced GUI aspects such as inter-screen transitions and in-screen animations are then defined programmatically, which typically leads to a combination of code and layout declaration files.

Building an appealing user interface is hard [32, 33]. Besides understanding user needs, standard GUI frameworks are complex and offer many similar overlapping concepts. This challenge is especially significant for developers new to their target platform. While each platform provides standard documentation and sample code, these samples often produce unappealing results.

### 3.2 Example: GUI Framework of Android

At a high level, an Android app is defined as a set of activities. Each activity creates a window that typically fills the entire screen. While Android also has smaller non-fullscreen activities such as menus and pop-up window style dialogs, this paper focuses on fullscreen activities, since fullscreen activities are typically more complex with deeper view hierarchies.

Android applications typically contain more than one activity [2, 44, 53]. For example, according to an August 2012 survey of the 400 most popular non-game applications in the Google Play app store [44], the average number of total activities per app ranged from 1.3 (in “Software & Demos”) to 61.1 (“Finances”). A set of widely used Android benchmark applications ranges from 2 to 50 screens (plus 2 to 20 menus and zero to 48 dialogs), defined by 53 to 1,228 classes with a total of 241 to 5,782 methods [53].

The Android standard libraries define various containers (“view groups”) and leaf nodes (“widgets”). According to the August 2012 survey [44], the following containers were used most frequently: LinearLayout (130 uses per application on average) places its children in a single row or column; RelativeLayout (47) positions children relative to itself or each other; FrameLayout (15) typically has a single child; ScrollView (9) is a scrollable FrameLayout; and ListView (7) lays out children as a vertical scrollable list.

The following widgets were used most frequently: TextView (141) is read-only text; ImageView (62) is a bitmap; Button (37) is a device-specific text button; and View (17) is a generic view. Besides the above, the Android library documentation currently lists dozens additional standard widgets and containers.

The following are key Android event types for interacting with views: click is a sequence of press down, no moving, and release—typically on a touch screen; swipe is a press down, move, release sequence; long click is a click that exceeds a system-defined duration; and item click is a click on an item, typically in a list or other collection. Before acting on an event, the Java method (“callback”) defining the action must be bound (“registered”) to a view and an event type either in XML or in Java code.

An inter-screen transition (“activity transition”) is typically triggered by a user action such as a click on a certain view. Since Android 5.0 (API Level 21) and its Material Design [19], Android supports transition effects. Each inter-screen transition can define how views should exit the source activity and enter the target activity. The following are example predefined Android transition effects: slide is a move through a window edge; explode is a move through the window center; and fade is a change of opacity.

An in-screen animation (“transition”) may manipulate an activity’s view hierarchy and specify how views are added or removed. During a transition, each view may also be animated (“property animation”). Following are example animations: translate is a change of on-screen position; scale is a change of dimensions; rotate is a rotation; and alpha controls opacity.

### 3.3 Perceptual Hashing

Perceptual hashing takes as input an image and produces a “fingerprint”, i.e., a fixed-length hash value [30, 31, 46, 55]. The key motivation of perceptual hashing is that if two images look similar to a human observer, then their perceptual hash values should also be similar. This is a common goal, e.g., for finding similar media files on the web. For example, for a given image its copyright holder may want to find all variants online, even if they have different watermarks or contain other small variations such as being darker, cropped, or compressed.

At a high level, perceptual hashing algorithms perform strong compression, drastically reducing the image size, while identifying and encoding an input image’s essential properties. These properties are unlikely to change during image modifications that yield variants that appear similar to a human observer.

### 4 OVERVIEW AND DESIGN

At a high level, the P2A workflow (Figure 5) consists of the following four major phases. (1) First, P2A uses REMAUI to reverse engineer each pixel-based input screen into a corresponding UI view hierarchy. P2A displays this hierarchy as a transparent overlay over the input screen, e.g., as in Figure 2b. (2) Second, to specify an inter-screen transition, the user selects a screen overlay’s UI hierarchy element and interactively connects it with a target screen. (3) Third, in screen pairs that may represent the start and end state of an in-screen animation, P2A identifies matching view elements and infers corresponding in-screen animations, thereby merging two (non-animated) input screens into one (animated) screen. (4) Finally, P2A infers UI code that produces screens similar to the input screens, inter-screen transitions, and in-screen animations as assets and source files that are ready to be compiled and
executed on the target mobile platform. Following are key elements of these four phases.

4.1 Input Screens to UI View Hierarchies

P2A takes as input a set of pixel-based screen designs, where each screen is given as a image bitmap. P2A first uses REMAUI to process each input screen in isolation. In each input bitmap, P2A identifies user interface elements such as images, text, containers, and lists, via a combination of computer vision and optical character recognition (OCR) techniques. To detect mobile app UI elements, P2A follows the REMAUI approach [37] and combines off-the-shelf computer vision, OCR, and domain-specific heuristics. P2A further infers a suitable user interface hierarchy, one hierarchy per input screen design and visualizes each inferred UI hierarchy as an overlay over the input screen design.

At the high level, this step uses a sequence of standard computer vision techniques for edge detection and determining bounding boxes around groups of pixels that likely belong together from a user perspective, i.e., Canny’s algorithm [7, 47], followed by (edge) dilate, and contour. P2A uses domain-specific heuristics to combine pixel regions that are close to each other and likely belong to the same image or word. P2A further combines computer vision, OCR, and heuristics to distinguish images from text. Such image detection and OCR tasks are heuristic in nature, but the underlying REMAUI approach has been reasonably accurate for the mobile screen domain [37].

P2A extracts OCR-inferred text strings. P2A also identifies collections, by comparing close-by view hierarchy subtrees. Finally, P2A exposes the inferred UI element bounding boxes to the user, by superimposing them on the input screen designs.

4.2 Adding Inter-Screen Transitions

P2A allows the users to interact with the inferred UI hierarchies and create inter-screen transitions complete with transition effects. Specifically, the user can select an individual inferred bounding box and interactively connect it to a target screen.

To customize the specified inter-screen transition, the user can select the type of event that should trigger the transition. P2A currently supports the common event types click, long click, and item click. To further customize an inter-screen transition, the user can select transition effects. P2A currently supports the common slide, fade, explode, and shared element effects.

In practice, interacting with a single UI element may trigger different inter-screen transitions. For example, clicking and long-clicking on a screen element may transition an app to different screens. To support such multiple transitions per screen, P2A users can specify a transition for each element/event pair.

4.3 Inferring In-screen Animations

Given a screen pair, P2A at a high level emulates how a human user may infer in-screen animations between the two given screens, using the following three-step process. (1) First, P2A efficiently matches elements that are similar on both screens except for their location, size, and color. (2) Second, P2A removes from animation consideration elements that change very little or not at all between the two screens. (3) Finally, P2A merges the two input screens and creates in-screen animation code that animates the transition from start to final animation state. Following are these steps’ key elements.

4.3.1 Matching (Non-Text) Images Across Screens. At this point, P2A has already broken each input screen image down into elements (via identifying bounding boxes, etc.). So conceptually we can now iterate over the screen elements and match them with corresponding elements of the other screen. To compare two images, for decades computer vision research and practice have relied heavily on pixel-by-pixel comparisons, e.g., by using the Mean Squared Error (MSE) metric [50].

However this comparison of screen elements is tricky, as a basic pixel-by-pixel comparison will not work in many cases, e.g., for matching an element E to a zoomed version of E, e.g., the resized Facebook logo in the login screen animation of Figures 4a and 4b. More significantly, another common scenario in which pixel-by-pixel comparisons do not work well is if an input screen is an exact copy of the other except that elements in one screen differ in color or brightness, e.g., because they are “grayed out”.

Figure 6 is an example. Both screens share several similar elements. However a pixel-by-pixel comparison metric would still tell us that the elements differ widely, as the right screen hides the screen elements behind a semi-transparent layer.

To address such problems with pixel-by-pixel comparisons, more advanced comparison metrics have been developed such as SSIM,
which take into account each pixel’s immediate surrounding pixels [50]. While SSIM addresses our color and brightness (e.g., Figure 6) problems and we could likely overcome the scaling (e.g., Figure 4) problem by scaling both images to the same size, SSIM is still fundamentally a technique for comparing a pair of images. Assuming we have identified $e$ elements in one screen, $f$ elements in the other screen, and that during comparisons (after scaling) a screen element has $p$ pixels, performing pixel-by-pixel comparisons or SSIM just on two given screens has complexity $O(e \times f \times p)$.

To overcome the comparison quality and runtime problems, P2A uses perceptual hashing, which is more accurate in identifying the similarity between images under modifications such as scaling or changes in color intensities.

Our perceptual hashing algorithm is relatively straightforward [55]. The first step is resizing the input image to a common resolution (e.g., 32x32). On the resized image we apply the Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT). We then select the higher significant components from the top-left 8x8 and discard the rest of the image. Finally, we generate a 64-bit hash value using the reduced DCT components (8x8).

The complexity of computing the perceptual hash of one screen element is $O(p)$ and for all elements of two screens $O(p \times (e + f))$. We reduce the overall runtime complexity by upfront computing and caching the perceptual hash of each P2A-identified element.

We then compare the resulting perceptual hashes efficiently, by computing their Hamming distance. Recall that the Hamming distance between two strings of equal length is the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols differ. For example, the Hamming distance between 1011101 and 1001001 is two. If two images appear similar to a human observer, the Hamming distance between the images perceptual hash values is small. Two identical images yield the same perceptual hash value, which yields a Hamming distance of zero.

In our implementation, which is similar to pHash [55], each resulting hash value is a 64 bit binary. We can thus compute the Hamming distance of two hash values efficiently in constant time, typically via the two hardware instructions xor and popcount (where the latter counts the number of ones). The complexity for computing the Hamming distance between all pairs of screen elements is thus $O(e \times f)$.

Based on our experiments on half of the input images, P2A generates the source code and asset files, compiles them, and bundles them together into an executable file. For Android, apart from generating compilation ready Java source code, P2A packages the generated source code and other assets such as layout.xml, strings.xml, and cropped screen element images into an Android executable (.apk) file.

**Table 2: Perceptual hash (pHash) values of three example images in hex and their Hamming distance from the left “f” logo (104efec61bdd9).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>pHash</th>
<th>H-dist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104efec61bdd9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>304fe61bbf9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1fdff3ef47f</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a concrete example, Table 2 compares the perceptual hash values of three example P2A-inferred screen elements. Since the two version of the Facebook logo are similar to one another, the Hamming distance between their perceptual hashes (in binary) is 4, less than our threshold. For the left and right images, the Hamming distance between their perceptual hashes is 24, greater than our threshold, as expected due to their large visual difference.

**Figure 7: Example WhatsApp Android screens.**

At this point we have already run OCR over the input images and identified text boxes and their text content strings via a combination of computer vision, OCR, and domain-specific heuristics. We thus use the extracted text strings to efficiently match text boxes across screens.

Using the Figure 7 example, it is clear that in two screens a lot of elements may match. Many of these may be at slightly different positions or slightly different scales, due to differences in how the two input screens were designed. However such small differences should typically be ignored. So the algorithm uses a small customizable heuristic threshold of a 10-pixel position or dimension difference ($\Delta pos < 10$ & $\Delta dim < 10$) to prune screen elements that have similar versions in both screens at very similar locations.

For example, the two Android WhatsApp version 2.17.107 screens of Figures 7a and 7b contain many “Yesterday” strings. Initially these “Yesterday” text elements all match with each other, yielding many possible animations. However using our 10-pixel heuristic we prune elements that have a match at almost the same location in both screens. This quickly reduces the number of matches and thus the number of animations, leaving us only with matching elements that are different enough to produce an animation that is clear enough to be reliably recognized by users.

### 4.4 Inferred App Source Code & Assets

P2A generates the source code and asset files, compiles them, and bundles them together into an executable file. For Android, apart from generating compilation ready Java source code, P2A packages the generated source code and other assets such as layout.xml, strings.xml, and cropped screen element images into an Android executable (.apk) file.
Developers can consume the resulting artifacts in a typical mobile app development process. For example, the generated application contains one layout file for each input screen design and one Activity class for each input screen design. In the case of an in-screen animation the initial and final state are part of the same activity.

```java
public class MenuAct extends Activity implements View.OnClickListener {
    public void onClick(View view) {
        switch (view.getId()) {
            case R.id.TextView_11:
                Intent in = new Intent(this, AmazonHomeAct.class);
                Slide anim = new Slide();
                getWindow().setEnterTransition(anim);
                getWindow().setExitTransition(anim);
                ActivityOptions a0 = ActivityOptions.makeSceneTransitionAnimation(this, null);
                break;
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 2: Code snippet (condensed) of a generated Activity class that contains an user-defined inter-screen transition.

Listing 2 shows a part of an example generated Android Java code snippet. Intent is the message passing mechanism in Android. The code instantiates the user-specified slide transition effect and the startActivity method navigates to a new screen.

5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS (RQ), EXPECTATIONS (E), AND HYPOTHESES (H)

To evaluate P2A, we ask (a) if it is currently feasible to integrate P2A into a standard mobile application development setup and (b) if P2A-generated user interfaces are useful in the sense that the generated UI is similar to the UI an expert developer would produce. We therefore investigate the following three research questions (RQ), expectations (E), and hypotheses (H).

- **RQ1:** What is P2A’s runtime for generating code for inter-screen transitions?
  - E1: Given P2A’s prototype status, we do not expect P2A’s runtime to allow interactive use.
  - H1: P2A can generate inter-screen transition code within a few seconds.

- **RQ2:** What is P2A’s runtime for inferring in-screen animations?
  - E1: Given the complexity of computer vision and OCR, we do not expect P2A’s runtime to allow interactive use.
  - H1: P2A can infer some in-screen animations within one minute.

- **RQ3:** Does a P2A-inferred in-screen animation look visually similar to the original animation?
  - E1: Given the complex nature of some in-screen animations, we do not expect P2A to achieve perfect similarity.
  - H1: P2A-inferred in-screen animations are visually similar to subjects' original animations.

6 EVALUATION

To explore our research questions, we have implemented a prototype P2A tool that generates Android applications that are ready to be compiled and executed on stock Android devices. Among others, the generated applications contain user-specified inter-screen transitions and P2A-inferred in-screen animations.

While P2A could attempt to search all input screens for matching elements for in-screen transitions, our current prototype focuses on inferring in-screen animations between a given animation start-state screen and a given animation end-state screen. P2A is implemented on top of REMAUI, and sequentially runs REMAUI once for each input screen design. Optimizing this process (e.g., to reuse intermediate results across input screens) is part of future work. For the experiments we used a 2.7Ghz Intel Core i5 Mac Book Pro with 16GB of RAM.

6.1 Subjects From Top-100 Free Android Apps

While the goal of P2A is to convert pixel-based screen designs to application code, in this paper we do not directly evaluate P2A on actual screen designs. The main reason is that it is hard to acquire a large number of third-party screen designs and compare P2A’s output with the screen designers’ intended application behavior. For this evaluation it was easier to leverage existing applications and use their screenshots as screen designs. In some sense this simulates an ideal scenario in which the developers are able to faithfully translate a UX designer’s screen designs to application behavior.

For this evaluation we have selected our subjects from the top-100 free apps of the Google Play store [20] in Apr 2017. From these we removed all games from consideration, as they typically use a different GUI paradigm such as OpenGL.

For the first experiment (RQ1) we focused on inter-screen transitions. Since not all top-100 apps contained transition effects, we selected those applications that contained more than 5 inter-screen transition effects. This left us with 10 applications comprising of 107 screens.

For our second experiment (RQ2 & RQ3) we focused on in-screen animations. We went through all screens of the top-100 apps in a depth-first manner in search of an in-screen animation. Only 30 applications contained an in-screen animation. In each app, for the first in-screen animation we encountered, we captured a screenshot before and after the animation. This yielded a dataset of 30 in-screen animations comprising of 60 screenshots.

The following roughly classifies the 30 in-screen animation subjects by the animation types they used for their elements. Specifically, 10 applications only used element fade-in, 2 only used translation, and 1 only used scaling. The remaining applications used a combination of animation types, i.e., scaling and translation (6 subjects), translation and fade-in (4), as well as fade-in and fade-out (3). Other animation combinations occurred only once, e.g., Walmart was the only one to use translation, fade-in, and scaling; Waze was the only one to use translation, fade-in, and fade-out.

6.2 RQ1: Runtime of Inter-Screen Transitions

Figure 8 shows the runtime of our 10 RQ1 subjects for a varying number of inter-screen transitions. Specifically, we used P2A to specify subsets of the subjects’ transitions and measured P2A’s corresponding runtime. As expected, tool runtime increased with the number of inter-screen transitions.
Figure 8: Time taken for generating code vs. number of inter-screen transitions.

Figure 9: Example inter-screen transition anomalies.

For a given number of transitions, different applications required different amounts of time. A key reason is P2A’s prototype nature. As part of code generation, the prototype parses the P2A-generated layout XML files, whose size depends on the number of inferred screen elements. For example, the Figure 9a Free Music version 1.69 screen has more view elements than the WhatsApp version 2.16.396 screen (Figure 9b). So the P2A-generated Free Music XML file contains more XML nodes. Consequently, it takes P2A longer to again parse the Free Music XML.

Another artifact are the sudden spikes runtime. Similar to differences across apps, this artifact is also caused by widely differing XML parse times due to varying numbers of screen elements.

6.3 RQ2: Runtime of In-Screen Animations

Figure 10 shows the time P2A took to infer in-screen animations and generate Android code, broken down by P2A’s major components. P2A’s average runtime was 26 seconds, with a maximum of 69 seconds for Zedge Android version 5.16.5.

From Figure 10 it is clear that step 1 (essentially REMAUI) consumed the most time. This is not surprising, as step 1 requires heavy-weight computer vision and OCR tasks, whereas steps 2 & 3 perform relatively light-weight perceptual hashing and matching. Finally, code generation (step 4) is also relatively light-weight compared to step 1.

As a concrete example, in our experiments we obtained the worst results for Zedge, both in terms of runtime and in terms of screen similarity. Figures 11a and 11b show Zedge’s start and end screens, superimposed with P2A-identified view hierarchies. On these screens P2A took a long time, since the screens (and especially the end state screen) have a large number of view elements. This affects all four steps, since they all depend on the number of view elements.

6.4 RQ3: Screen Similarity

To measure how similar P2A-inferred animation screens are to the input screens, we employ the (compared to MSE) relatively new metric structural similarity (SSIM) [50, 51]. SSIM values are in $[-1; 1]$, values increase with similarity. An SSIM of 1 means the input images are identical. We use the standard SSIM definition [51], where SSIM is the average of the following local SSIM computed for each position of a sample window sliding over both screens.

$$SSIM(x, y) = \frac{2\mu_x\mu_y + c_1}{\mu_x^2 + \mu_y^2 + c_1} \frac{2\sigma_{xy} + c_2}{\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + c_2}$$

As usual, $\mu_a$ is window $a$’s average pixel (intensity) value, $\sigma_a$ is window $a$’s standard deviation (as a measure of its contrast), $\sigma_{ab}$ is the correlation of windows $a$ and $b$ after removing their averages, and each $c_i$ is a small constant.

For this experiment, we measured SSIM with the Scikit-Image package. We compared the final state of the original screenshot against the screenshot of the final state reached through the generated code for all 30 applications.

Figure 10 lists all SSIM results. In general the picture similarity was roughly correlated with P2A’s runtime. The more complex the input screen design, the more elements a screen contains, the longer the P2A runtime, and the more opportunities for mistakes.

Returning to our “worst case” example Zedge, Figure 11c shows the screenshot of the final state achieved through the generated animation code. Since the application has a visually dark theme, the identification of view elements was not accurate, resulting in low similarity to the original application’s animation end-state screen.

As another concrete example, for the landing screen animation of Android Chrome version 53.0.2785.135 in Figures 12a and 12b, P2A inferred the desired in-screen animation even though one screen is “grayed out”. For example, when comparing the clock symbols at the bottom of the screen (a and b), our prototype computes the perceptual hash value of these images. Their Hamming distance is 4, so below our threshold, and P2A generates a corresponding animation with a relatively high screen similarity.

7 RELATED WORK

P2A is implemented on top of REMAUI. A key limitation of REMAUI is that REMAUI can only map a single image to an application
Figure 10: Runtime and similarity for inferring in-screen animations. For both runtime and 1-SSIM, lower values are better. Here step 1 is a REMAUI-style preprocessing pass, steps 2 & 3 match screen elements, and step 4 generates code.

Figure 11: Example on which P2A’s in-screen animation inference performed poorly: Zedge has both a dark visual theme and many view hierarchy elements.

Figure 12: In-screen animation challenge from Figure 6: Android Chrome new tab screen animation.

consisting of a single screen. In contrast to REMAUI, P2A takes as input multiple screen designs, allows the user to specify inter-screen transitions, and infers from the screen designs in-screen animations.

While modern IDEs such as Eclipse, Xcode, and Android Studio have powerful interactive builders for graphical user interface (GUI) code [56, 57], IDEs’ prime audience is software developers. Even for its core audience, using such a GUI builder to re-create a complex screen design is a complex task. For example, in an evaluation of GUI builders on a set of small tasks, subjects using Apple’s Xcode GUI builder introduced many bugs that later had to be corrected [57]. Subjects produced these bugs even though the study’s target layouts were much simpler than those commonly found in third-party mobile applications.

Despite much progress in tools for creating user interfaces that combine the unique talents of graphic designers and programmers [9, 34], much conceptual user interface design work is still being done by graphic designers with pencil on paper and digitally, e.g., in Photoshop. Previous work has produced fundamentally different approaches to inferring user interface code, as it was based on different assumptions.

Following are the main changed assumptions for mobile application UI development and reverse engineering that motivate our work. (1) First, many UX designers and graphic artists do not construct their conceptual drawings using a predefined visual language we could parse [5, 10, 28, 42]. (2) Second, while this was largely true for desktop development, mobile application screens are not only composed of the platform’s standard UI framework widgets [13, 14]. (3) Finally, we cannot apply runtime inspection [8, 29] as Pixel-to-App runs early in the development cycle.

Specifically, the closest related work is MobiDev [42], which recognizes instances of a predefined visual language of standard
UI elements. For example, a crossed-out box is recognized as a text box. But unlike Pixel-to-App, MobiDev does not integrate well with a professional mobile application development process. It would require UX designers and graphic artists to change the style of their paper and pencil prototypes, for example, to replace real text with crossed-out boxes. Such changes may reduce the utility of the prototypes for other tasks such as eliciting feedback from project stakeholders. In a traditional reverse engineering setting, MobiDev cannot convert screenshots into UI code.

SILK and similar systems bridge the gap between pen-based GUI sketching and programming of desktop-based GUIs [5, 10, 28]. Designers use a mouse or stylus to sketch directly in the tool, which recognizes certain stroke gestures as UI elements. But these tools do not integrate well with current professional development processes as they do not work on paper-on-pencil scans or screenshots. These tools also do not recognize handwritten text or arbitrary shapes.

UI reverse engineering techniques such as Prefab [13] depend on a predefined model of UI components. The work assumes that the pixels that make up a particular widget are typically identical across applications. However, this is not true for a mobile application UI. Mobile applications often have their own unique, non-standard identity, style, and theme. For Prefab to work, all possible widget styles and themes of millions of current and future mobile applications would need to be modeled.

PAX [8] heavily relies on the system accessibility API at program runtime. At runtime PAX queries the accessibility API to determine the location of text boxes. The accessibility API also gives PAX the text contents of the text box. PAX then applies computer vision techniques to determine the location of words in the text. If a view does not provide accessibility, PAX falls back to a basic template matching approach. PAX thus cannot reverse engineer the UI structure of mobile applications from their screenshots or application design images alone.

Recent work applies the ideas of SILK and DENIM to mobile applications [12], allowing the user to take a picture of a paper-and-pencil prototype. The tool allows the user to place arbitrary rectangles on the scanned image and connect them with interaction events. This idea is also implemented by commercial applications such as Pop for iOS. As SILK and DENIM, this approach is orthogonal to Pixel-to-App.

UI reverse engineering technique used in the tool, Andrioider [43] solves a problem of porting Graphical User Interface (GUI) from one platform to another. Andrioider helps in porting UI from Java Swing to Android SDK or even from Android SDK to Objective C. Andrioider does not reverse engineer the input bitmaps to GUI code but extracts information from the applications in-memory representation using Java Reflection. Unlike Andrioider, P2A infers in-screen animation from static screen designs.

Among commercial tools, conventional animation creator such as Adobe Flash and Adobe After Effects are more of a design studio. The Flash output is video files displaying each animation present. Reworking these Flash animation videos for every design iteration is very expensive. Since the output deliverable is a video, developers cannot reuse the output deliverable in the development process.

A few start-up companies, i.e., Neonto and PencilCase, have introduced commercial graphic design tools that produce mobile application code. However, these design tools require graphic designers to switch from the designers’ current design tools of choice to these new tools. So adopting such a design tool requires graphic designers to abandon the years of experience they have gathered in operating state-of-the-art tools such as Photoshop or to switch from a pencil on paper process to these new digital design tool.

Zeplin [24] increases the reusability of artifacts from the design phase to the development phase. Zeplin allows importing designs from Photoshop or Sketch and extracts the text styles designed by the designers and generates the necessary snippet for layout.xml, styles.xml, and colors.xml style files.

The recent development Supernova Studio [45] goes a step further and converts designs from Sketch to native application code. In contrast, P2A extracts the layout information and styles information from plain bitmap images (pixels) and generates Android code for binding the UI with data. P2A also generates all necessary Java and XML code transitions and animations.

Frameworks such as FramerJS [23] are scripted via Javascript or CoffeeScript. But animation scripts developed for FramerJS are not consumable in the app development process for Android or iOS.

The gap between early prototyping and formal layout definition also exists in the related domain of web site development. A study of 11 designers at 5 companies showed that all designers started with sketching the layout, hierarchy, and flow of web pages with pencil on paper and in graphical design tools such as Photoshop [36].

A similar design process has been reported for desktop applications. At Apple, user interface designs were first created with a fat marker (to prevent premature focus on details) and later scanned [52]. Separate studies of hundreds of professionals involved in UI design in various companies indicated heavy use of paper-based sketches [6, 27]. One of the reasons was that sketching on paper is familiar due to designers’ graphic design background.

8 FUTURE WORK

Future work includes replicating the experiments with a broader mix of subjects, beyond the screenshots of the top-100 free Android applications from the Google Play store. Beyond including screenshots of iOS applications, it would also be good to include screen designs, both those produced with professional design tools and scanned pencil on paper sketches.

9 CONCLUSIONS

The P2A tool adopts computer vision techniques for developing animated mobile applications. P2A infers from mobile application screen designs the user interface portion of an application’s source code and other assets that are ready to be compiled and executed on a mobile phone. Among others, inferred mobile applications contain inter-screen transitions and in-screen animations. In our experiments on screenshots of 30 highly-ranked third-party Android applications, the P2A-generated application user interfaces exhibited high pixel-to-pixel similarity with their input screenshots. P2A took an average of 26 seconds to infer in-screen animations.
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